ALIGNMENT. AUTOMATION. OUTCOMES.
How dynamic ITAM can drive your digital transformation

The Challenge
In the age of Digital transformation, businesses are having to
manage more devices and software than ever before. This has
resulted in a boom of ‘shadow IT’ and, in many cases, a growing
disconnect between the central IT function and the rest
of the business, known as…
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According to Gartner, in 2016, 17% of IT spending in large enterprises was
controlled outside of the IT dept. By 2020, that proportion is set to increase to 50%.

The Opportunity
We need to reconnect IT with the rest of the business to bridge the
technology ‘Disruption Gap’ and streamline the use of multiple
assets and systems.
Our aim is to drive your SAM Maturity to the highest level.
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ITAM by Trustmarque
ITAM by:

We empower your organisation with
connected IT.
Through dynamic Asset Management, we
re-align IT with the rest of the business to drive
automation and deliver better outcomes.

Our Approach
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Our ITAM experts use the latest SAM maturity
methodology to assess your current enviornment and
identify areas for improvement.
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Our consultants work with you to understand your vision
and build a bespoke plan and thorough ITAM business case
for your organisation.
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Our Virtual Asset Manager Service acts as an extension of your
IT team, providing solutions to your IT challenges and releasing
value from your investments.
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Quarterly VAM reviews and Managed Support services ensure
you continually release value in your IT investments and
optimise your ITAM strategy.

The Result: Dynamic ITAM
As an extension of your team, we bring IT back into alignment to
drive your SAM Maturity and deliver better business outcomes.
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Alignment. Automation. Outcomes.

Find out how ITAM by Trustmarque can help you today,
contact your Account Manager or visit the website.

www.trustmarque.com/ITAM
TAKE CONTROL
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